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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The development of cloud computing 

motivates enterprises and organizations to outsource 

their data to third-party cloud service providers 

(CSPs), which will improve the storage limitation of 

resource constrain local devices. Recently, some 

commercial cloud storage services, such as the 

simple storage service (S3) on-line data backup 

services of Amazon and some practical cloud based 

software Google Drive, Dropbox, Mozy, Bitcasa, 

and Memopal, have been built for cloud application. 

Since the cloud servers may return an invalid result 

in some cases, such as server hardware/software 

failure, human maintenance and malicious attack, 

new forms of assurance of data integrity and 

accessibility are required to protect the security and 

privacy of cloud user‟s data.  

To overcome the above critical security 

challenge of today‟s cloud storage services, simple 

replication and protocols like Rabin‟s data dispersion 

scheme are far from practical application. The 

formers are not practical because a recent IDC report 

suggests that data-generation is outpacing storage 
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availability. The later protocols ensure the 

availability of data when a quorum of repositories, 

such as k-out-of-n of shared data, is given. However, 

they do not provide assurances about the availability 

of each repositories, which will limit the assurance 

that the protocols can provide to relying parties. For 

providing the integrity and availability of remote 

cloud store, some solutions and their variants have 

been proposed. In these solutions, when a scheme 

supports data modification, we call it dynamic 

scheme, otherwise static one (or limited dynamic 

scheme, if a scheme could only efficiently support 

some specified operation, such as append). A scheme 

is publicly verifiable means that the data integrity 

check can be performed not only by data owners, but 

also by any third-party audit 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This process can be entitled as “Building 

Confidential and Efficient Query in the cloud”.  It 

uses ASP.NET as Front End and SQL SERVER as 

Back End. This process can be done through the 

following modules. 

MODULES 

The admin module has the following process: 

 Login 

 Approved file 

 Rejected file 

 View data provider 

 View user 

 

The user module has the following process: 

 Registration 

 View security code 

 Login 

 Search data 

 

The data provider module has the following process 

 Register 

 Login 

 Upload file details 

 View file information 

 View status 

 Delete file 

 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN 

2.1 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 
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 TABLE DESIGN 

OWNER REGISTRATION     UPLOAD FILES 

FIELD NAME DATA 

TYPE 

DESCRIPTION 

UserId Numeric User Id 

UserName Varchar User Name 

Password Varchar Password 

EmailId Varchar Email Id 

PhoneNumber Numeric Phone Number 

 

 

  USER REGISTER     DOWNLOAD 

 

 

  

     FIELD 

NAME 

       

DATA 

TYPE 

       

DESCRIPTION 

UserId Numeric User Id 

UserName Varchar User Name 

 

 

 

 

 

6. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

 FRONT END DESIGN 

C#.NET 

 C# is an object-oriented programming 

language developed by Microsoft Corporation. C# 

source code as well as those of other .NET languages 

is compiled into an intermediate byte code called 

Microsoft Intermediate Language. C# is primarily 

derived from the C, C++, and Java programming 

languages with some features of Microsoft's Visual 

Basic in the mix. C# is used to develop applications 

for the Microsoft .NET environment. .NET offers an 

alternative to Java development. Microsoft's Visual 

Studio .NET development environment incorporates 

several different languages including ASP.NET, C#, 

C++, and J# (Microsoft Java for .NET), all of which 

compile to the Common Language Runtime. 

A new form of iterate employs co-routines 

via a functional-style yield keyword similar to the 

one found in the Python language. Anonymous 

methods provide closure functionality.  

   Generics or parameterized types support 

some features not supported by C++ templates such 

as type constraints on generic parameters. However, 

expressions cannot be used as generic parameters as 

in C++ templates. In contrast to the Java 

implementation, parameterized types are first class 

     FIELD 

NAME 

       DATA 

TYPE 

       

DESCRIPTION 

OwnerId Numeric Owner Id 

FileId Numeric File Id 

FileName Varchar File Name 

FileType Varchar File Type 

UploadFile Varchar Upload File 

     FIELD 

NAME 

       

DATA 

TYPE 

       

DESCRIPTION 

UserId Numeric User Id 

Name Varchar Name 

Gender Varchar Gender 

MailId Varchar Mail Id 

Password Varchar Password 

PhoneNumber Numeric Phone Number 

Date DateTime Date 
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objects in the virtual machine, allowing for 

optimizations and preservation of type information.  

 Null able value types facilitate interaction with 

SQL databases. Sample null able type declaration: 

in Variable Name = null; Partial types allow the 

separation of a class implementation into more than 

one source file. This feature was implemented 

primarily so Visual Studio generated code can be 

kept separate from developer code. C# version 3.0 

introduces several language extensions to support 

higher order, functional style class libraries. The 

extensions enable the construction of compositional 

APIs with the expressive power of query languages 

in areas such as relational databases and XML. C# 

3.0 will include the following new features: 

Anonymous types: topple types automatically 

inferred and created from object initializes. Object 

initializes ease construction and initialization of 

objects. 

  Implicitly typed local variables permit the 

type of local variables to be inferred from the 

expressions used to initialize them. Implicitly typed 

arrays: a form of array creation and initialization 

that infers the element type of the array from an 

array initialize. Extension methods make it possible 

to extend existing types and constructed types with 

additional methods. Lambda expressions: an 

evolution of anonymous methods providing 

improved type inference and conversions to both 

delegate types and expression trees. Expression 

trees permit lambda expressions to be represented as 

data (expression trees) instead of as code 

(delegates). Query expressions provide a language 

integrated syntax for queries that is similar to 

relational and hierarchical query languages such as 

SQL and XQuery. Microsoft C# developers note 

that C# 3.0 is byte code compatible with C# version 

2.0. For the most part, enhancements comprise 

purely syntactic or compile-time improvements. 

IMPLICITLY TYPED LOCAL VARIABLES 

                In anImplicitly Typed Local Variable 

Declaration, the type of the local variable being 

declared is inferred from the expression used to 

initialize the variable. When a local variable 

declaration specifies var as the type and no type 

named var is in scope, the declaration is an implicitly 

typed local variable declaration. For example: 

 The implicitly typed local variable 

declarations above are precisely equivalent to the 

following explicitly typed declarations: the type and 

a type named var is in scope, the declaration refers to 

that type; however, a warning is generated to call 

attention to the ambiguity. Since a type named var 

violates the established convention of starting type 

names with an upper case letter, this situation is 

unlikely to occur. 

              The for-initializer of a for statement (§8.8.3) 

and the resource-acquisition of a using statement 

(§8.13) can be an implicitly typed local variable 

declaration. Likewise, the iteration variable of a 

foreach statement (§8.8.4) may be declared as an 

implicitly typed local variable, in which case the 

type of the iteration variable is inferred to be the 

element type of the collection being enumerated. In 

the example 

               Extension methods have all the capabilities 

of regular static methods. In addition, once imported, 

extension methods can be invoked using instance 

method syntax. 

IMPORTING EXTENSION METHODS 

            Extension methods are imported through 

using-namespace-directives (§9.3.2). In addition to 

importing the types contained in a namespace, a 

using-namespace-directive imports all extension 

methods in all static classes in the namespace. In 

effect, imported extension methods appear as 

additional methods on the types that are given by 

their first parameter and have lower precedence than 

regular instance methods.  

 The rewritten form is then processed as a 

static method invocation, except for the way in 

which identifier is resolved: Starting with the closest 

enclosing namespace declaration, continuing with 

each enclosing namespace declaration, and ending 

with the containing compilation unit, successive 

attempts are made to process the rewritten method 

invocation with a method group consisting of all 

accessible extension methods with the name given 

by identifier imported by the namespace 

declaration‟s using-namespace-directives. The first 

method group that yields a non-empty set of 

candidate methods is the one chosen for the rewritten 

method invocation. If all attempts yield empty sets of 

candidate methods, a compile-time error occurs. 

The preceding rules mean that instance 

methods take precedence over extension methods, 

and extension methods imported in inner namespace 

declarations take precedence over extension methods 

imported in outer namespace declarations. For 

example: 

 In the example, B‟s method takes 

precedence over the first extension method, and C‟s 

method takes precedence over both extension 

methods. 

BACK END DESIGN 

SQL SERVER 

 SQL Server is such a rich and powerful that 

most people where to begin when they start using it. 
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               SQL Server makes it easy for users even 

beginners to work with databases, you can Create 

Table, Edit data and use queries to find the data you 

want with very little effort, and SQL Server includes 

wizards that can do the work of designing data entry 

forms, reports and mailing labels for you. 

             SQL Server also makes it easy for develops 

to create applications. It includes as entire 

programming language, visual basic for applications, 

and its interface is so powerful that developers can 

create many custom applications without 

programming. SQL Server „ quires, reports and 

macros are powerful enough to do most of the work 

that use to require programming. 

             When users learn SQL Server that often find 

they have to wade through long discussions of power 

features to learn about the simple features they need 

to work with on their own data. The help system is 

so extensive and complex discussion of properties, 

expressions and other advanced features along with 

instructions on the basis of creating tables, queries, 

simple forms, reports and mailing labels, which 

average the user actually needs. 

            SQL Server has become the best selling 

database management programs because of its 

combination of power and ease of use. It is powerful 

enough that developers can use it to create entire 

applications. Yet it is easy enough to use that in a 

short time, beginners can learn to manage their own 

data with SQL Server. 

            In others database management programs; the 

term database is sometimes used to refer to tables 

that hold data. SQL Server uses the term more 

broadly. An SQL Server database consists of the 

tables that hold the data and all he related objects 

such as quires, forms and reports that are used to 

manage the data.  Microsoft SQL Server will 

probably be an option on the programming menu, 

which you can select to start the program. 

           When you open a database, SQL Server 

displays the database window sometimes called as 

the database container, because it contains all the 

objects that make up the database. 

            There are two terms you should know, as 

they are almost always used when computerized 

databases are discussed.  They are simply new names 

for familiar things. 

          A record is all the data on a single entity.  For 

example, if have a list of names and address, each 

record includes the name and address of one person.  

In the sample table, where you have a list of 

products, each record includes the name and other 

details for one product.  

            A filed is one piece of data that appears up 

each record.  For example, if you have a list of 

names and addresses the first name might be the first 

field, the last name might be the second field and the 

street address might be the third field.  In the same 

table there are fields of product id, product name, 

supplier and there. 

A table is made up of all the similar records 

you want to work on together. For example you 

might want to keep the names and address of all your 

friends in second table. 

The simplest and most important type of 

query is a select query is a select query, which lets 

you select which data from a table is displayed.  You 

can specify which fields are displayed, enter criteria 

to specify which records are displayed and specify 

the sort order of these records. 

Forms let you control how data is displayed 

on the screen.  Macros let you automate and speed 

up your work; they are also used when you develop 

applications.  A macro is a list of actions.  Macros 

can save time for SQL Server users. 

MULTIPLE DATABASES 

Most Business applications database 

because there are many types of data that you cannot 

store effectively in a single table. 

When businesses first begin to use 

computers they discovered they could eliminate 

repetitious data by breaking up some databases into 

multiple tables. 

When a business kept records on paper, for 

example, the payroll department had a file with each 

employee‟s name, address, social security number 

unmanned data on the benefits  

Department had a file with each employee‟s 

name, address, Social Security number and data on 

the benefits to which each was entitled. 

The computer can looks up the name and 

address that go with each payroll record. It can 

retrieve data so quickly that it can display the name 

and address ROM one table and the payroll data 

from another table just as quickly as if they were in a 

single table. 

        You only have to enter the basic data once, 

though.  When sometimes you only have to change 

the address in one table, and it will automatically be 

changed in all the forms used by all the departments. 

        Relational Database is not needed for very 

simple data, such as a mailing list, but they are 

needed for most business applications.  

INTERNET INTEGRATION 

 The SQL Server 2000 programming model 

is integrated with the Windows DNA architecture for 

developing Web applications, and SQL Server 2000 

supports features such as English Query and the 

Microsoft Search Service to incorporate user-

friendly queries and powerful search capabilities in 

Web application. 
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SCALABILITY AND AVAILABILITY 

 The same database engine can be used 

across platforms ranging from laptop computers 

running Microsoft Windows 98 through large, 

multiprocessor servers running Microsoft Windows 

2000 Data center edition.  SQL Server 2000 

Enterprise Edition supports features such as 

federated servers, indexed views, and large memory 

support that allow it to scale to the performance 

levels required by the largest Websites. 

EASE OF INSTALLATIONS, DEPLOYMENT 

AND USE 

 SQL Server 2000 includes a set of 

administrative and development tools that improve 

upon the process of installing, deploying, managing, 

and using SQL Server across several sites.  SQL 

Server 2000 also supports a standards-based 

programming model integrated with the Windows 

DNA, making the use of SQL Server databases and 

data warehouses a seamless part of building 

powerful and scalable systems.  These features allow 

you to rapidly deliver  

SQL Server applications that customers can 

implement with a minimum of installation and 

administrative overhead. 

Enterprise Manager is the main 

administrative console for SQL Server installations. 

It provides you with a graphical "birds-eye" view of 

all of the SQL Server installations on your network. 

You can perform high-level administrative functions 

that affect one or more servers, schedule common 

maintenance tasks or create and modify the structure 

of individual databases.  

Query Analyzer offers a quick and dirty 

method for performing queries against any of your 

SQL Server databases. It's a great way to quickly 

pull information out of a database in response to a 

user request, test queries before implementing them 

in other applications, create/modify stored 

procedures and execute administrative tasks.  

SQL Profiler provides a window into the 

inner workings of your database. You can monitor 

many different event types and observe database 

performance in real time. SQL Profiler allows you to 

capture and replay system "traces" that log various 

activities. It's a great tool for optimizing databases 

with performance issues or troubleshooting 

particular problems. Service Manager is used to 

control the MS SQL Server (the main SQL Server 

process), MSDTC (Microsoft Distributed 

Transaction Coordinator) and SQL Server Agent 

processes. An icon for this service normally resides 

in the system tray of machines running SQL Server. 

You can use Service Manager to start, stop or pause 

any one of these services.  

Data Transformation Services (DTS) 

provide an extremely flexible method for importing 

and exporting data between a Microsoft SQL Server 

installation and a large variety of other formats. The 

most commonly used DTS application is the "Import 

and Export Data" wizard found in the SQL Server 

program group. 

DATABASE  

A database is similar to a data file in that it 

is a storage place for data. Like a data file, a database 

does not present information directly to a user; the 

user runs an application that accesses data from the 

database and presents it to the user in an 

understandable format.  

Database systems are more powerful than 

data files. The data is more highly organized. In a 

well-designed database, there are no duplicate pieces 

of data that the user or application has to update at 

the same time. Related pieces of data are grouped 

together in a single structure or record, and 

relationships can be defined between these structures 

and records.  

When working with data files, an 

application must be coded to work with the specific 

structure of each data file. In contrast, a database 

contains a catalog that applications use to determine 

how data is organized. Generic database applications 

can use the catalog to present users with data from 

different databases dynamically, without being tied 

to a specific data format.  

RELATIONAL DATABASE  

 There are different ways to organize data in 

a database but relational databases are one of the 

most effective. Relational database systems are an 

application of mathematical set theory to the 

problem of effectively organizing data. In a 

relational database, data is collected into tables 

(called relations in relational theory).  

A table represents some class of objects that 

are important to an organization. For example, a 

company may have a database with a table for 

employees, another table for customers, and another 

for stores. Each table comprises columns and rows 

(attributes and tuples in relational theory). Each 

column represents some attribute of the object 

represented by the table. For example, an Employee 

table would typically have columns for first name, 

last name, employee ID, department, pay grade, and 

job title. Each row represents an instance of the 

object represented by the table. For example, one 

row in the Employee table represents the employee 

who has employee ID 12345.  
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When organizing data into tables, you can 

usually find many different ways to define tables. 

Relational database theory defines a process, 

normalization, which ensures that the set of tables 

you define will organize your data effectively.  

While SQL Server is designed to work as a 

server in a client/server network, it is also capable of 

working as a stand-alone database directly on the 

client. The scalability and ease-of-use features of 

SQL Server allow it to work efficiently on a client 

without consuming too many resources.  

STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE (SQL)  

To work with data in a database, you must 

use a set of commands and statements (language) 

defined by the DBMS software. There are several 

different languages that can be used with relational 

databases; the most common is SQL. Standards for 

SQL have been defined by both the American 

National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the 

International Standards Organization (ISO). Most 

modern DBMS products support the Entry Level of 

SQL-92, the latest SQL standard (published in 

1992).  

6.7 ALGORITHM USED 

ADMIN: 

Step1: Start the process 

Step2: The administrator has login into the 

registered username and password 

Step3: To view a block of uploaded files that is 

accepted by cloud servers and verified by TPA in the 

multi cloud server. 

Step4: The administrator allows the user to 

download the uploaded file from multi cloud server 

and that file verified by verifier file using his identity 

key to download the decrypted data. 

Step5: Then the public auditor checks all files 

integrity and accept the files into cloud. 

USER: 

Step1: The user only registered user can able to 

login in cloud server. 

Step2: The user to download the uploaded from 

multi cloud server and that file verified by verifier 

file using his identity key to download the decrypted 

data. 

TPA: 

Step1: The public verifier is able to correctly check 

the integrity of shared data. The public verifier can 

audit the integrity of shared data from multicloud 

with whole data and accept the file. 

Step2: The public auditor check all files integrity 

and accept the files to the cloud server. 

Step3: Each server from multi cloud server verify 

the file block and accept the block of files to verify 

the verifier. 

 

8.  TESTING 

 DEFINITION OF TESTING 

            The purpose of testing is to discover errors. 

Testing is the process of trying to discover every 

conceivable fault or weakness in a work product. It 

provides a way to check the functionality of 

components, sub assemblies, assemblies and/or a 

finished product It is the process of exercising 

software with the intent of ensuring that the 

Software system meets its requirements and user 

expectations and does not fail in an unacceptable 

manner. There are various types of test. Each test 

type addresses a specific testing requirement. 

TYPES OF TESTS 

UNIT TESTING 

          Unit testing involves the design of test cases 

that validate that the internal program logic is 

functioning properly, and that program inputs 

produce valid outputs. All decision branches and 

internal code flow should be validated. It is the 

testing of individual software units of the application 

.it is done after the completion of an individual unit 

before integration. This is a structural testing, that 

relies on knowledge of its construction and is 

invasive. Unit tests perform basic tests at component 

level and test a specific business process, 

application, and/or system configuration. Unit tests 

ensure that each unique path of a business process 

performs accurately to the documented specifications 

and contains clearly defined inputs and expected 

results. 

Unit testing is usually conducted as part of a 

combined code and unit test phase of the software 

lifecycle, although it is not uncommon for coding 

and unit testing to be conducted as two distinct 

phases. 

Test strategy and approach 

 Field testing will be performed manually 

and functional tests will be written in detail. 

 

Test objectives 

 All field entries must work properly. 

 Pages must be activated from the identified 

link. 

 The entry screen, messages and responses 

must not be delayed. 

 

Features to be tested 

 Verify that the entries are of the correct 

format 

 No duplicate entries should be allowed 

 All links should take the user to the correct 

page. 
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INTEGRATION TESTING 

             Integration tests are designed to test 

integrated software components to determine if they 

actually run as one program.  Testing is event driven 

and is more concerned with the basic outcome of 

screens or fields. Integration tests demonstrate that 

although the components were individually 

satisfaction, as shown by successfully unit testing, 

the combination of components is correct and 

consistent. Integration testing is specifically aimed at   

exposing the problems that arise from the 

combination of components. 

integration testing is the incremental integration 

testing of two or more integrated software 

components on a single platform to produce failures 

caused by interface defects. 

 The task of the integration test is to check 

that components or software applications, e.g. 

components in a software system or – one step up – 

software applications at the company level – interact 

without error. 

Test Results: All the test cases mentioned above 

passed successfully. No defects encountered. 

 

 FUNCTIONAL TEST 

        Functional tests provide systematic 

demonstrations that functions tested are available as 

specified by the business and technical requirements, 

system documentation, and user manuals. 

Valid Input  : Identified classes 

of valid input must be accepted. 

Invalid Input  : Identified classes 

of invalid input must be rejected. 

Functions  : Identified 

functions must be exercised. 

Output   :  Identified classes 

of application outputs must be exercised. 

Systems/Procedures: interfacing systems or 

procedures must be invoked. 

 

     Organization and preparation of functional tests is 

focused on requirements, key functions, or special 

test cases. In addition, systematic coverage 

pertaining to identify Business process flows; data 

fields, predefined processes, and successive 

processes must be considered for testing. Before 

functional testing is complete, additional tests are 

identified and the effective value of current tests is 

determined. 

 

 SYSTEM TEST 

     System testing ensures that the entire integrated 

software system meets requirements. It tests a 

configuration to ensure known and predictable 

results. An example of system testing is the 

configuration oriented system integration test. 

System testing is based on process descriptions and 

flows, emphasizing pre-driven process links and 

integration points. 

 

 WHITE BOX TESTING 

        White Box Testing is a testing in which in 

which the software tester has knowledge of the inner 

workings, structure and language of the software, or 

at least its purpose. It is purpose. It is used to test 

areas that cannot be reached from a black box level. 

 BLACK BOX TESTING 

        Black Box Testing is testing the software 

without any knowledge of the inner workings, 

structure or language of the module being tested. 

Black box tests, as most other kinds of tests, must be 

written from a definitive source document, such as 

specification or requirements document, such as 

specification or requirements document. It is a 

testing in which the software under test is treated, as 

a black box .you cannot “see” into it. The test 

provides inputs and responds to outputs without 

considering how the software works. 

9. SCREEN LAYOUT 

 HOME PAGE        NEW USER REGISTRATION 
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 USER REGISTRATION 

 

      

 OWNER LOGIN 

 

 SECURITY CODE 
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     OWNER HOME 

 

 

 

 

 FILE UPLOAD 

 

       VIEW UPLOAD DETAILS 

 

 

 

  

  ADMIN LOGIN     ADMIN HOME 
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VIEW DATA OWNER      VIEW USER 

 

VIEW UPLOAD    ACCEPT FILE 

 

 DOWNLOAD 

 

 

OWNER LOGIN 
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CONCLUSION 

The primitive of verifiable database with 

efficient updates is an important way to solve the 

problem of verifiable outsourcing of storage. We 

propose a scheme to realize efficient and secure data 

integrity auditing for share dynamic data with multi-

user modification. The scheme vector commitment, 

Asymmetric Group Key Agreement (AGKA) and 

group signatures with user revocation are adopt to 

achieve the data integrity auditing of remote data. 

Beside the public data auditing, the combining of the 

three primitive enable our scheme to outsource 

ciphertext database to remote cloud and support 

secure group users revocation to shared dynamic 

data. We provide security analysis of our scheme, 

and it shows that our scheme provide data 

confidentiality for group users, and it is also secure 

against the collusion attack from the cloud storage 

server and revoked group users. Also, the 

performance analysis shows that, compared with its 

relevant schemes, our scheme is also efficient in 

different phases. 
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